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News & Notes: Google/Motorola Mobility, the UA enter research deal 01/28/2014 Arizona Daily Star View Clip

Faculty Senate finds flaws with proposed state budget ($15 million to be allocated and disbursed over five years to the Translational Genomics Research Institute, TGen, for medical research) 01/28/2014 Arizona Daily Wildcat View Clip

Surviving a bullet to the brain: UAMC surgeons increasing the odds 01/28/2014 KGUN-TV View Clip

Education notes (University of Arizona Medical Center-Diamond Children's) 01/27/2014 Arizona Daily Star View Clip

Graduateprograms.com Announces Rankings for Education Graduate Programs (Top Education Grad Programs for Financial Aid: University of Arizona) 01/27/2014 Benzinga Chron.com View Clip

Even Small Weight Loss Can Reduce Women’s Heart Disease Risk (Cynthia A. Thomson, PhD, professor in the Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public Health and director of the University of Arizona Canyon Ranch Center for Prevention & Health Promotion) 01/27/2014 Diabetes Health View Clip

University of Arizona brings rural health care program to Phoenix campus (University of Arizona Rural Health Professions Program Director Dr. Jonathan Cartsonis) 01/27/2014 Downtown Devil Phoenix Business Journal View Clip

Capitol aims for stable college tuition (University of Arizona) 01/27/2014 KPHO-TV View Clip

UA Researchers Find Culprit Behind Skeletal Muscle Disease (Henk Granzier, professor in cellular and molecular medicine and physiology, UA Department of Molecular and Cellular Biology) 01/27/2014 ScienceNewsLine.com Science Codex UANews.org View Clip